Concurrent surgical approach for partial abnormal pulmonary venous connection with an intact interatrial septum and pulmonary sequestration in a 19-month-old female child
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ABSTRACT
Both partial abnormal pulmonary venous connection with an intact interatrial septum and extralobar pulmonary sequestration are rare entities. In this article, we report a 19-month-old female patient who was in close follow-up since initially diagnosed when she was three months old. In admission, she was suffering from exertional dyspnea for the last two months. Surgical treatment was decided due to the increased ratio of pulmonary to systemic flow level. A tandem surgery was performed by cardiovascular and pediatric surgeons through a median sternotomy, respectively. The surgical process and intensive care period were uneventful.
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Partial abnormal pulmonary venous connection (PAPVC) involves a dislocated blood flow from a few of the pulmonary veins returning to the right atrium instead of the left atrium. Usually, a single pulmonary vein is anomalous and right superior pulmonary vein drains into superior vena cava or right atrium. However, PAPVC has a frequency of 0.4–0.7% among all congenital heart diseases and is mostly associated with other cardiac anomalies, particularly atrial septal defects (ASDs). An anomalous pulmonary venous connection occurs in approximately 85% of patients with sinus venosus ASD and less often in ostium secundum ASD. Recently, some articles comprising a unique variant of PAPVC with an intact interatrial septum have been reported.[2-4]

On the other hand, pulmonary sequestration (PS) represents an accessory and nonfunctioning lung mass that has no communication with the usual tracheobronchial tree. Embryologically, it is composed of a bronchopulmonary foregut malformation with estimated incidence of 0.1 to 6.4%.[5] Anatomically, it is divided into two major groups based on the relationship of the aberrant segmental lung tissue to the pleura as intralobar sequestration (ILS) and extralobar sequestration. Intralobar sequestration is not morphologically well separated from ordinary lung tissue and accounts for the majority of all sequestrations with a rate of 75–85%. It is generally located in the right lower pulmonary lobe and may stay asymptomatic until the adolescence age even when infected. However, arterial flow of the sequestrated segment is commonly provided from thoracic aorta (74%) and rarely from abdominal aorta (19%); moreover, veins typically drain into inferior vena cava.[6]

In this article, we present a successful and concurrent surgical repair utilizing a multidisciplinary approach by pediatric surgeons in a symptomatic patient with the diagnosis of PAPVC with an intact atrial septum and right lower extralobar pulmonary lobe sequestration.

CASE REPORT
A 19-month-old female patient was in follow-up since postnatal period owing to right ear hypoplasia...
and facial deformities. In genetic examination, there was no identified disorder. However, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) revealed that the right upper pulmonary vein was draining into superior vena cava, besides the interatrial septum was intact. Later on, when she was three months old, computed tomography demonstrated right lower lung lobe sequestration that supplied its arterial flow by an aberrant vessel arising from coeliac trunk (Figure 1a, b). Since then, she was kept in close follow-up with regular TTE examinations. During this period, a single therapy with spironolactone-hydrochlorothiazide with a dosage of 1.5 mg/kg/day was administered. A written informed consent was obtained from the parents of the patient.

Patient began to suffer from exertional dyspnea when she was 17 months old. There was no failure to thrive, the weight was 10.5 kg (25-50p) and the height was 82 cm (75-90p). In the physical examination, auscultation was uneventful without loud P2 and electrocardiogram was in sinus rhythm. The conventional angiography confirmed the diagnosis and imaged the aberrant arterial flow towards the sequestrated lung mass. Moreover, the mean pulmonary arterial pressure was measured as 35 mmHg (Figure 2).

As a result of these findings, the medical council decided on tandem surgery. The mediastinal access was achieved through median sternotomy. Following bicaval cannulation and antegrade cardioplegia administration, right atriotomy was performed and the dislocated pulmonary vein orifice was found. Aiming to steer this vein flow towards the left atrium, an atrial septectomy was constituted and a tunnel was constructed between the pulmonary venous orifice and newly created ASD via autologous pericardial patch. The whole process was completed in 70 min of X-clamping time and 83 min of cardiopulmonary bypass time.

Thereafter, pediatric surgeons began to resect the sequestrated segment through the same incision conversely to the usual right thoracotomy approach. The arterial branches and the veins of the sequestrated

![Figure 1. (a) Computed tomography image showing sequestrated pulmonary segment. Arterial branches originating from celiac trunk were marked with yellow arrow. (b) Three-dimensional image: Arterial branches originating from celiac trunk were marked with yellow arrow and abnormal venous connection was circled.](image-url)
segment were ligated and removed. The rest of the pulmonary tissue was stitched with Vicryl (Ethicon Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) by running suture technique to avoid air leakage.

The patient was admitted to intensive care unit (ICU). Neither positive inotrope infusion nor blood product replacement was needed postoperatively. The patient was extubated at the fourth hour in the ICU. The regular venous blood gas samples showed only a moderate elevation in partial carbon dioxide value, which was measured between 45-50 mmHg. Nonetheless, the patient was suffering from dyspnea. The pediatric consultation edited the inhaler therapy and nutrition. Postoperative X-ray chest radiography and TTE were uneventful. In postoperative day two, the patient was transferred to pediatric ICU. Thereafter, in postoperative day four, the patient was taken into ward without any respiratory symptoms and discharged at postoperative day seven.

**DISCUSSION**

Both PAPVC with intact interatrial septum and PS are rare congenital disorders. When separately considered, although both diseases are not often, they have been treated successfully in our clinic for years.[7,8] However, in this case, some points were controversial about the surgical planning hence a multidisciplinary assessment was necessary. Indications for PAPVC with intact septum do not differ from solely PAPVC cases. The authors recommend performing surgery when pulmonary to systemic flow rate is above 2.

As usual, in cases of PAPVC associated with intact septum, an intraatrial pericardial patch tunnel is often utilized.[7] The mediastinal access can be provided via a full or partial median sternotomy or a right anteolateral thoracotomy.

On the other side, PS requires a different surgical notion. Mostly, PS does not require surgical resection until the condition becomes complicated. Nevertheless, if surgery is decided, resection of only the sequestrated segment will be enough since the ILS is surrounded by normal lung tissues. Open thoracotomy remains the best option with safe isolation, providing an optimal visualization and division of anomalous systemic feeding arteries.[8] However, in our case, the anomalous systemic arterial supply was maintained via a branch of celiac trunk contrary to the majority of thoracic arterial sources.

Particularly when the surgeons do not have an adequate experience in the presence of such combined diseases, each step regarding the surgical process should be thoroughly planned preoperatively. Here, one of the main issues was whether or not to perform the ILS resection under a cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB). Cardiopulmonary bypass involves some advantages such as aspirating and supplying blood return towards systemic circulation in case of vascular damage during operation process. Nonetheless, elongated CPB time has well known disadvantages. Thus, the pediatric surgeons decided to perform ILS resection without CPB to avoid the possible harmful effects through the same median sternotomy incision although they had never experienced this approach before.

To summarize, we presented a case with partial abnormal pulmonary venous connection with intact interatrial septum and right lower pulmonary lobe sequestration which were treated in a single stage via median sternotomy. Both are rare congenital diseases and hard to diagnose in asymptomatic children. However, when surgical treatment is essential, a medical council should evaluate the patient profoundly and decide on how to perform each step of the surgical process.
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